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Totient Numbers of an Arithmetic Progression in a Hypercube:
the Coprime Case
THOMAS BIER
For integers n, q ;;;02 denote by Hin, q) the hypercube (i.e. association scheme) and by
IR[H(n, q)] = Eo ffi E 1 ffi· .. ffi En the decomposition of the qn-dimensional euclidean space
IR[H(n, q)] into the eigenspaces E; of the (0, I)-adjacency matrix of the graph H(n, q) with
associated eigenvalues (n - i)q - n for i = 0, 1, ... ,n. For I c {I, 2, ... , n} let E/ = ffi;e/E;
and denote by IjJ(E/) the smallest positive integer m that can be written as m = ExeH(n,q) Ux for
an integral vector ueZ[H(n,q)]n(EoffiE/). It is proved that for 1= {/,21, ... ,m/} with
ml e:n, /;;;01 with complement ,j = {I, 2, . , . , n} -I, IjJ(E/)= q"?", IjJ(E,) = q" if q and I are
coprime,
Let H(n, q) = F x ... x F be the n-fold cartesian product of a q-set F equipped with
the Hamming distance. By defining relations through the distance i (i = 0, 1, ... , n) it
is well known that this is a commutative symmetric association scheme [1,5]. Denote
by ~[H(n, q)] = Eo+ ... + En the (orthogonal) decomposition of the qn-dimensional
space ~[H(n, q)] into its eigenspaces for the association matrices. It is well known that
the projection vectors Pa(x) of the (orthonormal) basis {x E H(n, q)} into the ath
eigenspace, a = 0, 1, ... , n have co-ordinates given by the expression
a "(n - a+ j) (n - d) "Kid, n, q)= L (-1)1. . «"> (y, Pa(x»
j=O ] a - ]
where d =dt(x, y) and (,) denotes the canonical inner product.
For I c {I, ... , n}, !J = {I, ... , n} - I two complementary subsets of {I, ... ,n},
we define spaces E/ = ffije/E j, E9 = ffij e 9 Ej , observing ~[H(n, q)] = Eo+ E/ + E9 •
Following [2, 3] we define </>(E/) = min, {z > 01 z = ExeH(x,q) u,; V E Z[H(n, q)] n
(eo + E/)} and call it the totient-number of E/.
Let I, m ~ 1 be integers with ml a n. Let 1= {I, 2/, ... ,m/}, !J = {I, 2, ... , n} - I
be two complementary subsets of {I, 2, ... , n}.
THEOREM. </>(E/) =qn-m, </>(E9 ) = q'", if q and I are coprime.
We remark that in the case 1=1 this contains theorem 1 of [6] and theorem 2 of [4]
as special cases.
We first prove the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1. With the above set I </>(E/) divides «<
PROOF. We may assume F = Zlq and we let C be the group generated by
{el + ... + el, el+l + ... + e2l' ... , e(m-l)l+l + ... + em/} as a subgroup of the product
group F", Then ICI = qm and dt(x, y) E I for all x"* y E C. Then it is well known that
the dual code D of C in the sense of [5], page 85, (6.2) has IDI = qn-m and is
a !J-design, and thus the characteristic vector c(D) E Eo + E/ is such that
ExeH(n, q) c(D)x = IDI = qn-m. By [3, Proposition 1.8] it follows that </>(E/) divides
s"": 0
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Let P stand from any prime number.
T. Bier
LEMMA 2. The p-exponent of the integer
gm(l) =gcd{a(a + l)(a + 21) ... (a + (m -1)11 a E Z}
is given by
00
vp(gm(l» =vp(m!) = 2: [m/pe] for p f 1,
e=1
(2)
PROOF. If P f 1 then counting the occurrence of p in a(a + 1) ... (a + (m - 1)1)
shows that vp(gm(l» ;;;. E:=1 [m/pe] . Taking iterated differences of the functions
fmAx) = x(x + l)(x + 21) ... (x + (m - 1)1)
of the form tif(x) =f(x) - f(x -1) we see that timfmAx) =m! and thus gm(l) divides
m!' If p 1/ just choose any a E Z with p f a. D
Arguing slightly more generally, let c be a positive integer such that c + (m - 1)1::$;
n, set
Ie = {c, c + 1, . . . , c + (m -1)1}
(so that II = I above) with complement "'c' The coefficient of qe in (1) above is
For k > m we have the equation
1 k _ ~ i(k)- . _
-(1)' ti fmAc) - ~ (-1) . fmAc -I) - 0,
gm .=0 I
Obviously lmAc - i) = °iff i E L, Rewriting (3) as
n (n -e)-2: (-1t-e fmAc+e-a)=O,
a =e a - e
we see that the vector
a =e + i, e =n - k,
(3)
n
W =2: lmAc - i)~(x)
i=1
is in E.,cand has
(4)
(y, w) = -lmAc) + q":" . hd(q), x, y E H(n, q) (5)
where hd(q) is a polynomial in q of degree m, depending on d = dt(x, y) . We may
conclude that the vector
v =qm-n. [lmAC)' ( 2: x) + w] (6)
xeH(n. q)
is integral and sums up to
2: V x = qm ·lmAc).
x e H (n . q)
Now let c = 1, then the integer lm.l(l) = 1m . m!/gm(l) is coprime to q by Lemma 2 and
the assumption (q , 1)= 1. Since <p(E.,) certainly divides qn, it follows by [3 Proposition
1.6] that <p(E.,) divides qm. By [2] <p(EI ) • <p(E.,) = q" , concluding the proof. D
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We remark that the example 1= {2}, .1' = {I, 3} in H(3 , 2) shows that neither for
general c as above , nor for the non-coprime case we can expect the theorem to hold in
general, since </J(E1•3) =4, </J(Ez) =2.
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